In this paper, a class of second order discrete Hamiltonian systems with periodicity assumptions is considered. Based on the critical point theory, some sufficient conditions for the existence of subharmonic solutions and homoclinic orbits are obtained. The results obtained extend the results in 2007 by relaxing the assumptions on the sign of the potential.
Introduction and statements of main results
We denote by N, Z, R the set of all natural numbers, integers and real numbers, respectively. Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, | · | denotes the usual norm in R N with N ∈ N, u · v denotes the inner product of u ∈ R N and v ∈ R N , I N×N denotes the N × N unit matrix.
Consider the second order self-adjoint vector nonlinear difference equation 1) where N is a given positive integer, x n = x n+1 − x n is the forward difference, b(n) is a real number with sign changing for n ∈ N, p(n) and A(n) are N × N real symmetric positive definite matrices for all n ∈ N, V ∈ C 1 (R N , R), V (z) ≥ 0, ∀z ∈ R N , ∇V (z) denotes the gradient of V (z) in z for all z ∈ R N . Eq. (1.1) is a special form of the following equation
where f (n, z) ∈ C (Z × R N ) for n ∈ Z and z ∈ R N . Let p be a given positive integer, pm-periodic solutions for an equation will be called subharmonic solutions as usual. Recently, a lot of attention has been devoted to finding solutions of discrete dynamic system (1.2) by using critical point theory. When p(n) ≡ I N×N and A(n) ≡ 0, there are many results about the existence of periodic solutions (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) and positive solutions (see [9, 10] ). When N = 1, Eq. (1.2) has been investigated by many papers, for example, [11] on the periodic solutions and [12] [13] [14] on the boundary value problems, moreover, Ma and Guo in [15, 16] got the existence of homoclinic orbits of Eq. (1.2) with
As to Eq. (1.1), Yu et al. in [17] have obtained the existence of subharmonic solutions of Eq. (1.1) with N = 1, p(n) ≡ 1 and A(n) ≡ 0, and the authors in [18] have obtained the existence of homoclinic orbits of Eq. (1.1) with no periodicity assumptions. Now we give the definition below: Ifx = {x n } is a solution of a discrete system, another solution x = {x n } will be called a homoclinic orbit emanating fromx if |x n −x n | → 0 when n → ±∞.
It is well-known that homoclinic orbits play an important role in analyzing the chaos of dynamical systems. If a system has transversely intersected homoclinic orbits, then it must be chaotic. If it has smoothly connected homoclinic orbits, then it cannot stand the perturbation, its perturbed system probably produces chaos.
Moreover, we may regard Eq. (1.1) as being a discrete analog of the following second order differential equation
(1.3)
Eq. (1.1) is the best approximation of Eq. (1.3) when one lets the step size not be equal to 1 but the variable's step size go to zero, so solutions of (1.1) can give some desirable numerical features for the (1.3). Eq. (1.3) can be regarded as a special form of the Emden-Fowler equation appearing in the study of astrophysics, gas dynamics, fluid mechanics, relativistic mechanics, nuclear physics and chemically reacting systems, and many well-known results concerning properties of solutions of (1.3) are collected in [19] . Also the existence of homoclinic orbits of Eq. (1.3) has been studied in many papers by using critical point theory when p(t) ≡ I N×N for all t ∈ R. In [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , it was proved that a sequence of subharmonic solutions of Eq.
(1.3) with periodic assumptions can uniformly converge to homoclinic orbits. Moreover, Fei in [22] obtained the existence of homoclinic orbits of Eq. (1.3) without any periodic assumptions. Therefore, it is of practical importance and mathematical significance to consider the existence of homoclinic orbits of the Eq. (1.1) emanating from 0. The main purpose of this paper is to obtain the existence of subharmonic solutions and homoclinic orbits of Eq. (1.1) with periodicity assumptions by using the critical point theory. The results obtained extend the results in [15] by relaxing the assumptions on the sign of the potential.
The main idea of this paper is to get the subharmonic solutions by using the critical point theory and then obtain the homoclinic orbit which is the nontrivial limit of the subharmonic solutions by using the uniform estimates and appropriate shifts. Now we state the main theorems as followings: 
(B) b(·) is T -periodic, and there exists n
) such that
Variational structure and a basic lemma
In this section, we will establish the corresponding variational framework for Eq. (1.1) and give a lemma which will play an important role in the proof of our main results.
We define an inner product in E 2mT as
and the norm deduced from the inner product is
For fixed m, E 2mT is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space which is isomorphic to R 2mTN .
Let l 2 m = {x = {x n } :
mT n=−mT +1 |x n | 2 < ∞} be equipped with the norm
Since any two norms in finite-dimensional space are equivalent to each other, there exist D 1 > 0 and D 2 > 0 such that
One can see that the above inequality holds if we choose
, where
In fact, since the eigenvalues of − 2 x n−1 = λx n are λ k = 4 sin 2 kπ 2mT
It is easy to see that
Thus, x ∈ E 2mT is a critical point of J m if and only if
that is to say, x ∈ E 2mT is a critical point of J m if and only if x is a classical 2mT -periodic solution of Eq. (1.1).
Next we state a definition and a basic lemma introduced in [25] by Rabinowitz which is used to obtain the critical points of the functional F . 
Proofs of theorems
In this section, first we prove the existence of the 2mT -periodic solution x Proof. First, we need to prove that J m satisfies the Palais-Smale condition.
The existence of subharmonic solutions
Let {x
} ⊂ E 2mT , and assume there exists
} has a convergent subsequence in E 2mT . Since E 2mT is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space for fixed m, we need to prove that x (k) m is bounded.
From (V 3 ), for sufficiently large k,
m is bounded. Finally, we prove that the functional J m satisfies the two conditions of the Mountain Pass Theorem.
where 0 < τ < 1.
Choose y ∈ E 2mT such that y m = 1 and y n = 0 for all n ∈ N 2 . Since
Since α > 2, there exists σ > ρ such that Since J m (0) = 0, by Lemma 2.1 and the above proof, J m has critical value C m ≥ γ and In fact, we assume that x
The left hand of the above equality changes sign and the right hand of it is greater than 0, which is a contradiction.
Uniform estimates of the norm of subharmonic solutions
Fix m ∈ N, let l ∞ m = {x = {x n } : |x n | is bounded, ∀n ∈ Z(−mT + 1, mT )} be equipped with the norm
Evidently, Proof
Evidently, d 1 does not depend on m.
, thus
It is easy to see that the constant d 2 is independent of m. 
(3.8)
Proof. It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that
Since d 2 is independent of m, d 4 is independent of m too.
For all sufficiently small δ > 0, if we assume that x
The subharmonic solutions converge to a homoclinic orbit
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Next we will show that the subharmonic solution sequence (x (m) ) which has been obtained in Lemma 3.1 possesses a convergent subsequence which converges to a homoclinic orbit.
From (3.8), for all m ∈ N, there exist i m ∈ N and n i m ∈ Z dependent of i m such that n+jT } j∈Z is also a subharmonic solution of Eq. (1.1). Then n i m ∈ Z(1, T ) by suitable shifts, and we can choose a suitable subsequence of (x (i m ) ) such that n i m = n 0 , namely n i m independent of i m and then independent of m. So on, we can choose a subsequence of (x (m) ), without loss of generality, still denoted by (x (m) ), such that
that is to say,
Since (p(n) x 
